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Dispatch Worker
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Company: Chandler Macleod

Location: Adelaide

Category: other-general

We are currently seeking reliable and hardworking workers to join our dispatch team in

Pooraka. You will be responsible for various tasks including unpacking/packing pallets,

transporting stock, and some forklift operation. You will be working in a fast-paced

production environment, which requires a high level of attention to detail and the ability to

meet strict deadlines. We offer full training and PPE to all of our employees, as well as free

parking and award rates. Our facility operates in a refrigerated environment, ensuring that all

products meet the highest possible standards. To be considered for this role, you must meet the

following criteria: Availability to work afternoon and night shift, weekends and overtime. Current

LF forklift licence Previous forklift experience preferred Previous factory experience highly

regarded. Own vehicle and current driver's license. Working Rights in Australia  Positive,

energetic and hardworking attitude. Ability to work in refrigerated environments. Strong focus

on safety and good knowledge of safe work practices. Excellent physical fitness to sustain a

repetitive, physical role. Comfortable handling raw poultry product. If you are looking for a

challenging and rewarding role within a dynamic team, then we want to hear from you.

Please submit your application including resume, to us today. How to apply: If you want an

opportunity to join this great team and available for an immediate start, please click    APPLY

NOW    to upload your resume.  A consultant will contact you shortly after receiving your

application. Please note only successful candidates will be contacted, Chandler Macleod is

partnering with candidates and clients alike to unleash their full potential. Successfully

working with Industrial leading operations throughout Australia, the team at Chandler Macleod is

actively sourcing and placing candidates in the right roles using our 'Best Fit Methods'. At
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Chandler Macleod, we are committed to fostering a diverse workforce where everyone is

welcome. We encourage applications from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples,

women, people living with a disability and the LGBTIQA+ community. You can read more

about our commitment to diversity and inclusion at

https://www.chandlermacleod.com/diversity-and-inclusion

Apply Now
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